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24th August 2017

Share Radio launches its first audiobook, 'Superinvestors', in
collaboration with Harriman House

A new partnership between Share Radio and publishers Harriman House sees the launch of the first in a series of new
audio books: 'Superinvestors' by Matthew Partridge. 

Their first audiobook Superinvestors is the ultimate guide to history’s greatest ever investors. It reveals some of the most
intriguing investing secrets of legendary investors – from early 20th century figures such as Benjamin Graham and John
Maynard Keynes, through to modern gurus such as Anthony Bolton and Warren Buffett.

Myles Hunt, Managing Director at Harriman House remarked, “When choosing our first title in the audio format,
Superinvestors was the obvious choice. Each chapter tells a great story of the individual investor, providing insight and
practical lessons that will enable ordinary investors to learn from the great and inspirational Superinvestors. We are
extremely excited that people cannot only read our books on the go, but that over time, they will be able to listen,
download, subscribe and share our entire portfolio.”

Reflecting on the partnership, Share Radio founder Gavin Oldham said “We are delighted to be working with Harriman
House and their team of highly regarded authors. Share Radio already provides online streaming of broadcast
programmes via our website and podcast apps for both Apple and Android devices,  a really convenient way to listen live
or listen again. Working with Harriman House, we are now able to offer listeners the opportunity to download audiobooks.
 We have particularly enjoyed the opportunity to produce Superinvestors as the first of our audiobook collection, featuring
a number of Share Radio presenters including Simon Rose, Fenella Fudge, Glen Thompsett and Ed Bowsher, together
with accomplished actor David Ricardo Pearce whose ancestor is featured in the book.”

Going forward, Share Radio and Harriman House intend to make a range of key titles available in audio format. These are
available both direct and via Amazon subsidiary Audible, as well as Apple’s iTunes.  

 

ABOUT SHARE RADIO

Share Radio now broadcasts wholly online via www.shareradio.co.uk and its Share Radio UK apps across the world with
both a live stream and a substantial podcast library, following 2 ½ years’ as a DAB radio station in the United Kingdom. Its
focus is ‘sharing ideas about money’:  providing news, guidance and comment on money and investment matters, in
accessible language for all. Its partnerships include the Open University and The Share Centre, one of the leading UK
retail investment firms.

Share Radio is accompanied by its sister channel, Share Music, which broadcasts via www.sharemusic.me and its Share
Music UK apps, focusing on instrumental folk music: it’s great background for reading, drafting and entertaining, and
streams additionally on Share Radio from midnight to 6am.

Both Share Radio and Share Music are operated by Share Premium Ltd.

 For more information visit: www.shareradio.co.uk , www.sharemusic.me

mobile/tablet apps. Twitter: @ShareRadioUK @ShareMusicUK
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 Founded in 1994, Harriman House is one of the UK’s leading independent publishers of financial and business books,
eBooks and other content. Harriman House provides an extensive catalogue of titles and produces high-quality, highly
focused products by working with leading authors, journalists, experts and institutions.

 Print titles are available through all the major online and offline retailers in the UK and internationally and eBooks are
available on all the leading eBook platforms.

 All products are available via website: www.harriman-house.com
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